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I dedicate this book to my lovely family,
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Introduction
Samak, laban, tamrihindi: While learners of Arabic will recognize that this book’s title translates as 
“Fish, Milk, Tamarind,” they may not be aware that together these words make up a popular expression 
in Egyptian Arabic, one used to describe a mishmash of things that are lacking in harmony or consis-
tency. This book brings together one hundred commonly used Egyptian food expressions and sayings, 
covering a wide range of meanings and uses.

Idiomatic expressions are fascinating and fun. They lend color, dynamism, and humor to everyday 
speech, and convey complex ideas and beliefs with an economy of words that tell us something about 
the culture from which they spring.

As an Arabic-language instructor, I often find that non-native learners of the language seldom get ex-
posed to everyday expressions and sayings in their textbooks, and therefore have little opportunity to 
use or understand them in their day-to-day communication with native speakers.

Adding expressions like the ones in this book to one’s speech can raise cultural awareness and help 
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learners of Arabic to listen out for other expressions as well as work out the implied meaning behind 
them based on context. This awareness helps learners build and sustain their linguistic and cultural 
development.

I chose food as my theme because eating is an important communal event in Egyptian homes, and since 
they are also closely tied to cooking and cuisine, the expressions in this book can tell us something 
about the relative importance of certain foods in Egyptian culture and the kinds of meanings associated 
with them.

The idiomatic expressions listed in this book are so deeply embedded in the culture that they are often 
used by native speakers almost unconsciously, to express points of view that do not necessarily adhere 
strictly to their literal meanings. For instance, one might argue that a person who describes a woman 
as being الَْملْــَن  simply means to say that she is (”which literally translates to “like Turkish delight) َزيِّ 
“lovely.”

Deeper analysis of some of these expressions, however, may serve to strip them of their seeming inno-
cence and invite us to reexamine the purpose they serve when employed in everyday speech.

The expressions are accompanied by delightful illustrations, which also serve as helpful memory aids 
for learners. Each entry includes the original word, phrase, or sentence in Arabic, its English transcrip-
tion, and its meanings in English, both literal and intended.

Arabic learners of all levels, from elementary to advanced, as well as heritage learners of the language, 
can benefit from this book, while native speakers and lovers of Egypt will find much in it to delight and 
entertain them.

May it serve as a source of learning and joy!
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Transcription list

This is a list to help you pronounce the transcription of the expressions provided in this book.

1. Long vowels: 
aa: Sounds like the /a/ vowel in the English word “fan” 
ee: Sounds like the /a/ vowel in the English word “fair” 
ii: Sounds like the /ee/ vowels in the English word “feet” 
oo: Sounds like the /o/ vowel in the English word “note” 
uu: Sounds like the /oo/ vowels in the English word “spoon”

2. Short vowels: 
a: Sounds like the /a/ vowel in English word “maybe” 
e/i: Sounds like the /i/ in the English word “fig” 
o/u: Sounds like the /o/ in the English word “to”

3. Emphatic sounds: 
Always written in English capital letters to differentiate them from their ordinary English-like 
counterparts (note that Arabic has no capital letters). 
S: Sounds like the /su/ sound in the English word “sun” 
D: Sounds like the /da/ sound in the English word “dawn” 
T: Sounds like the /tu/ sound in the English word “tummy” 
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4. The glottal stop: 
‘: This indicates a glottal stop. Although it is not an English letter, you will find it pronounced twice 
in the English expression “uh-oh,” before the u, and before the o. It is used here to represent two 
different letters in Arabic. For the purpose of simplicity, I will not differentiate between them here 
since they are pronounced exactly the same.

5. Sounds not found in English: 
kh: Sounds as if you are scratching your throat. It is also the snoring sound. This is a fricative 
voiceless velar sound. Voiceless means that it does not need the vocal cords to produce the 
sound. It is articulated from the following place: 

gh: This sounds like the gurgling sound, or the French “r” sound. It is a fricative voiced velar 
sound. Voiced means that the vocal cords are needed to produce this letter. It is articulated from 
the following place: 
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Notice that it is articulated from the same point as the “kh” but one is voiceless and the other is 
voiced. 
H: This is the sound that you make when you eat hot chili peppers! It is pronounced further back 
from the English /h/ sound. It is a fricative voiceless pharyngeal sound (does not require the 
work of the vocal cords to produce it). It is articulated from the following place: 
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 This sounds like the sound you make when “throwing up.” It is not found in English; this is why :ع
I have kept it in its Arabic form. It comes from the same place as the one above, /H/, but requires 
the work of the vocal cords for producing it. It is a fricative voiced pharyngeal sound. It is articu-
lated from the following place. 
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Practice placing your fingers on your throat to produce the voiceless /H/ and the voiced /ع/. All 
other letters in the expressions in this book sound exactly like their English counterparts.

Final note: Doubled consonants indicate a sound held for longer than the single letter. An example in 
English would be the double k sound in “bookcase.”





Expressions
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َزيِّ الَعَسل
zayyil عasal
(Like honey)

A very sweet or nice 
(person or thing)
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ْبَدة َزيِّ الزِّ
zayyil zibda
(Like butter)

Very lean 
(food)
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ز َزيِّ الرُّ
zayyir ruzz
(Like rice)

A lot of, an abundance of 
(things or people)
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َزيِّ اْلقِْشطَة
zayyil ‘ishTa
(Like cream)

A very beautiful woman 
(usually with fair skin)
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َزيِّ اْلَمْلبَن
zayyil malban

(Like Turkish delight)
Soft and flexible (things) or soft and 

plump (women)
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َزيِّ اللُّوز
zayy illooz

(Like almonds)
When food looks very fresh
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َزيِّ اْلبَْسُكوتَة
zayyil baskuuta
(Like a biscuit)
A very delicate 

(person or thing)
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َزيِّ ُعود اْلقََصب
zayyi عuud il’aSab

(Like a stalk of sugar cane)
Someone who’s 

tall and thin
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ينَة فِي اْلَحالَوة كِّ َزيِّ السِّ
zayyis skkiina fil Halaawa

(Like a knife cutting through halva)
Smooth and easy
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َزيِّ الشَّْربَات
zayyish sharbaat

(Like sharbaat (a type of sweet, flavored drink))
A very sweet 

(person)

َكر َزيِّ السُّ
zayyis sukkar
(Like sugar)
A very sweet 

(person)
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قَْرع
‘arع

(Pumpkin)
Lying or fabrication

بُوْنبُونَايَة
bunbunaaya

(A piece of candy)
A sweet, lovely person
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